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Light objects float weightlessly in space. Fragile, iridescent, timeless. ELOA is a
modular lighting system composed of unique handcrafted glass pieces. Select from
a variety of hand-blown forms, which are one of a kindin shape, size  and 
color - unique.

Solitary or in constellation, the ELOA lights create individual light concepts and 
associate with star constellations. Each glass piece is named after a star or a planet. 
They exist as hanging, floor, standing and wall luminaries.

ELOA combines the craft of ancient glassblowing with a simple, yet distinct design. 
In order to achieve the large size of the glass objects and working without forms, it 
takes a high level of refined craftsmanship and skill performed by only a few master 
glassblowers.

HAUMEA AMORPH / Silver Smoke Coral, Amber Iridescent / photo: Claudia Klein

ELOA - Unique Lights 
art objects for your home
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References

ELOA lights are available in renowned stores such as the BULGARI hotel shop in 
Dubai, the LE BON MARCHÈ in Paris, the parisian design gallery ELBAZE, as well 
as in various further upscale furniture stores.

Since 2017 ELOA is in cooperation with the furniture manufacturer KETTNAKER 
and together they annually develop a lighting concept for their 300sqm stand at 
the interior design fair IMM Cologne.

Likewise ELOA’s objects were presented within the framework of the 2018 Hand-
made in Germany Worldtour in cities such as Beijing, New York, Dubai, Mexico 
City, Doha and Copenhagen.

ELOA was awarded at the art and design fair EUNIQUE in Karlsruhe in 2017.

The newly renovated restaurant Seaside and the Cappuccino Bar in Grömnitz are 
lit by more than 113 of ELOA’s light objects. Directly at the pier and at the center of 
the promenade, it sits at a prime location at the Grömitzer Bay.

Various / photo: Esther Gummig
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Designer

Simone Lüling, *1975, studied industrial design at the Zurich University of Design.
She received the Swiss Federal Design Prize for her thesis, one of most prestigious
design awards in Switzerland. Later on, she worked as a designer for Jasper 
Morrison in London. She also founded a gallery dedicated to young contemporary 
artists in Berlin, called ‘Cruise & Callas’. Since 2010 she worked as a product designer
and as an interior design consultant. 2015 was foundet ELOA by Simone Lüling.

The idea of ELOA appeared while working on a commissioned project in a loft space. 
The concept for lighting was to frame the different functional areas –cooking, eating, 
working. As the nucleus of the apartment, this room could also be given different
atmospheres according to the time and occasion. In the following year, ELOA was 
developed, generated by the desire to create a variable, modular system of
hand-blown lights.

Simone Lüling / photo: Claudia Klein
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Production

The glasses are made in traditional glassworks. The size of the objects requires 
a high level of craftsmanship that only a few glassblowers can still master. ELOA 
therefore cooperates with the best glassblowers from the Czech Republic. 

The special thing about ELOA is that all objects are blown without forms, free in the 
air with sophisticated techniques and a lot of craftsmanship. The glass is worked 
without pressing it into a form, with the highest premise of natural expression. 
Every production and every step is accompanied by the designer on site. The tech-
niques and procedures are discussed together. The design of the individual object 
is thus individual and unique.

The forms are blown from a wide range of colours. Glass rods from a German 
company are used for the individual colours. These highly pigmented rods are 
individually incorporated into the respective objects during blowing. The special 
incorporation of the glass pigments and the varying thickness of the glass create 
the various colour gradients that give ELOA products their fascination.

Production ELOA / photo: Leon Kopplow
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STARGLOW

Shimmering and glittering like twinkling stars, STARGLOW combines ELOA’s smal-
lest glass pendant lamps into a cloud of sparkling reflections. STARGLOW appears 
as a configuration, with 3, 6, or 10 pendant lamps. And STARGLOW’s impressions 
can be intensified all the more by simply increasing the number of elements. Due 
to its delicate size and Mini LED technology, STARGLOW can be used in many 
areas of the home to impressive effect. Whether in the lounge area or at the dining 
table, STARGLOW captivates with its airy and glimmering presence by way of its 
unique colors and myriad of possible lighting effects.

STARGLOW / Olive Iridescent, Amber Iridescent, Turmalin, Blue Opque, Silver Smoke, Blue Iridescent
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SIRIUS

SIRIUS is the most visible star in the sky. SIRIUS combines the liveliness of light with 
the beauty of organically rounded horizontal shapes – bringing a majestic feeling of 
levitation into your space. It sparkles, suspended from the ceiling, with its pleasingly 
irregular form creating an impression of quiet movement throughout the room. Its 
iridescent amber hues contain all the colors of the light spectrum – giving out a 
warm glow and surrounding you with a cozy cocoon of calm. 

SIRIUS / Amber Iridescent 
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HAUMEA AMORPH

Haumea is an elliptical asteroid with a crystalline surface. ELOAs HAUMEA 
AMORPH is shaped as natural forms of giant soap bubbles morphing through 
the air. This brilliance then blends down softly into gradients of silversmoke color, 
which can seem wonderfully polar or soothingly warm depending on its orientation 
within your gaze. Its shape is The integrity of the blown glass gives it the flexibility 
of looking beautiful anywhere, whether used as a table piece or as a ceiling lamp.
All our objects can be fabricated as hanging, floor, standing, or wall luminaries. The 
fixation and cable come optionally in gold (brass) or silver (nickle).

HAUMEA AMORPH / Silver Smoke 
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PLANETOIDE

PLANETOIDS are small asymmetrical objects that float delicately in space. Combine
their various forms and colors to custom-design the celestial ambience of your 
room. PLANETOIDS are available as individuals or in trios, quartets, quintets, etc.. 
for creating infinite variations of your own, personal constellations. 

PLANETOIDE / Crystal, Red, Amber Iridescent
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SEDNA

ELOAs SEDNA is shaped naturally amorph, balanced, peaceful, and harmonious, 
helping it to become one with the room while levitating in the space. The brilliance 
of crystal blends down softly into gradients of color, which can seem wonderful 
soothingly and balancing. The integrity of the blown glass gives it the flexibility of 
looking beautiful anywhere, whether used as a table piece or as a ceiling lamp.

SEDNA / Amber Iridescent 
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STATI X

Inspired by the stars in design and name, the STATI X combines function with 
a uniquely eccentric style. With its handmade wooden tripod base, featuring
finely crafted metal fixings, it carries us off in much the way that a telescope would 
- showing us a sky of endless possibilities. Off to the side or as a centerpiece, its 
presence is subtle but always regal. With this hand-blown lamp, you can easily 
adjust its brightness of mood to your preference. STATI X comes in two wonderful 
color variations. The Amber Iridescent version, with its exclusive hand-blown bulb, 
brings the glow of a sunset into the realm of your personal living space. In Silver 
Smoke, this lamp surrounds you with the quietly elegant serenity of moonlight. 
These heavenly beings have a presence all their own; stabilizing and illuminating.

STATI X / Silver Smoke Turmalin
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SUPERNOVA I 

SUPERNOVA is a rare and magical visual phenomenon that manifests itself as a 
quick brightness. Exploding stars are the cause of this beauty in nature – and at 
ELOA. SUPERNOVA was developed after a lucky accident led to the falling of a 
glass globe. Once the cracks were cut off, new opportunities and functionalities
were discovered.

SUPERNOVA I / Amber Iridescent
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SUPERNOVA IV

SUPERNOVA is a collection of vases and bowls that, though they don‘t shine 
themselves, none the less add sparkle to the environment around them. They are 
organically shaped vessels of different sizes and forms that offer multiple opportunities
for poetic harmony.

SUPERNOVA IV / Amber Iridescent
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MAKEMAKE 

Makemake is reminiscent of Jupiter‘s ring. The object was designed with a double 
functionality and can be used as a vase as well as a fruit bowl. When in use, the 
sublime and artistic form is reinforced by a flower and fruit arrangement. The
crater-like depressions give the mouth-blown glass a presence that blinds the eye.

MAKEMAKE / Purple Iridescent
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NOVA

NOVA - small and fine - is ELOA‘s mini version of the SUPERNOVA series. NOVA is 
a vessel which as an exclusive object creates a sensual atmosphere or as a vase 
elegantly sets individual flowers in scene. The amorphous shape creates special 
reflections that attract attention.

NOVA  / Yellow Green Blue


